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Do you have a plan to keep residential, commercial, institutional and
municipal entities accountable for their stormwater runoff by reducing
impermeable surfaces and implementing green infrastructure?

Given that the current state of gray infrastructure has proven insufficient in
mitigating flood risk in New Orleans, do you support instituting a stormwater fee to
finance drainage improvements such as incentivizing and implementing green
infrastructure practices?

No

No

Do you support the removal of the Claiborne Expressway?

Do you have a plan to ensure that New Orleans meets its goals to cut carbon
emissions by 50% by 2030, and Net-Zero Carbon emissions by 2050?

Do you currently own or have you ever owned or operated a short term rental
property?

Do you have a plan to ensure that Short-Term Rental regulations and their
enforcement are adequate to protect the residential character of neighborhoods in
your district?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Create a policing force to ensure that the resident owner lives in all STR
HOMES.

Reduce Violent crime and all other components that plague our city so that we can invite
industries to our city that will pay a wage for people to live on without affordable housing. Slow
down gentrification, and create schools that the local citizens can attend to get a career that will
allow them to make wages that they can live on. Our city has way too much affordable housing at
its disposal. The way to fix that is to work on a bigger, better New Orleans where all people can
afford to live.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes. Affordable housing again speaks to my desire to see a district and city where everyone is
included and where everyone can live a dignified existence here. Affordable housing supports
diversity in our housing stock and supports the cultural essence of New Orleans. This is very
important to me as noted earlier. Inclusionary zoning, financial investment in affordable housing
with a real level of priority, and a strategic plan among HANO, the City's Office of Community
Development, and the New Orleans Redevelopment Authority would all move us forward in
filling the gaps in affordable housing.

The residents of Treme and surrounding historic neighborhoods, I believe, have spoken loudly,
clearly, and with consensus (which we often don't see in our city and nation right now). The
move would intrude on Armstrong Park and the history there along with the spiritual
significance there. Over my thirty years of advocacy and public service trying desperately to
bring New Orleans to a much healthier place, I've been on two teams that advocated for a new
City Hall. I believe in the value of a new City Hall or, at the least, a well restored building at 1300
Perdido. I believe that an operating facility, such as our local government's place of operation, is
important to performance levels. The present City Hall is in bad physical shape, and some form
of change is needed. However, a move to Armstrong Park does not work on many levels.

Yes

Yes

No

We need to enforce the regulations on the books and have an annual
independent audit of how they were enforced so that we can evaluate if the
regulations are working as intended. I will support that effort on city council.

Incentivizing affordable units in every neighborhood, and requiring all new
developments to offer affordable housing is a must. I also want to expand
existing programs that help with home purchase and payments during hard
times to cover a broader spectrum of incomes, especially in the current
economic crisis. We have to acknowledge that housing authorities no longer
receive substantial funding from HUD. We must be proactive in helping
both renters and owners. That’s why I’ll oppose allowing background checks
at the beginning of the rental application process.

I reject any plans for city hall that don’t prioritize public transportation to
and from. I think we should separate council offices from other city offices to
make more room in city hall, that with modest renovations, could serve as an
appropriate solution for the time being.

Yes

Yes

No

My neighborhood of Treme has been inundated with short-term rentals
which have created an affordability issue where culture bearers and
hospitality workers can no longer afford to stay. This has changed the
demographics and character of the neighborhood significantly. I believe
that we must have real enforcement of the current ordinance which means
providing more funding for code enforcement staff.

I worked with HANO to obtain VASH vouchers for veterans but even with these vouchers,
it was difficult as some rentals did not take vouchers, others were priced outside of the
voucher amount, and others rejected because some veterans had mental health and
addiction issues that lead to a criminal record. Therefore, my plan to address affordability,
especially for our most vulnerable is a follows: (1) Put blighted properties into commerce as
affordable housing (2) Timely and efficient development of government properties (3)
Direct a study to determine if a 5 year tax abatement incentive to owners who renovate
blighted properties for affordable rentals can increase affordable home development and is
feasible for the City tax base (4) Work with the state and federal government officials to
ensure the continuance and improvement of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC).

Businesses are taking on enough right now with our suffocating them with
fees.

The City doesn’t have the money , it would take quite an extensive amount
of time , as well as block and back of traffic for too long.

I would like to implement water turbines to help create clean energy for our
city, the pumps with the Mississippi River powering them.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

First, there is something basic that the City of New Orleans can do to preserve
permeable land. Over the last number of years, residents are laying concrete in their
front yards. This is not permitted, but the City's Department of Safety and Permits
does not successfully enforce these regulations as it often struggles to enforce other
rules in zoning, construction, and short term rentals. So, enforcing existing rules is the
first step to preserve permeable land that exists. Second, requiring permeability in the
permitting and zoning processes is appropriate. Then, again, prioritizing and
budgeting the capacity or ability to enforce those standards is key. Third, incentivizing
the private sector towards green infrastructure is something that I am open to.

Drainage is a MAJOR issue for our community and its future livability and
sustainability. So, yes, I support a drainage fee because I do believe it is
needed. However, I would also like to see stable performance from the
Sewerage and Water Board along with Public Works. I'd like to review how
the Fair Share money and other pots of resources are making an impact. I
would want to see better performance from these agencies/departments so
that our community is not just throwing good money after bad.

I look forward to more detailed discussions about this. I think this is a
discussion for a larger community; but I do believe that a restoration of N.
Claiborne is important, that the quality of life and business life will be
enhanced by the removal, and that there will be a restoration of culture and
respect for the area.

Improving public transportation, zoning for walkable neighborhoods, small
business development that is easily accessible, and infrastructure that
supports emission reductions would help.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

It’s long last time to address this monument to segregation and address the
inequitable impact of placing the elevated highway where it is.

Reduce our reliance on carbo-intensive fuels Save energy and make our
savings a sustainable resource. Increase resilience of our energy,water, and
sewer infrastructure. Invest in low emission public transportation. All this
takes money and infrastructure cut can help us invest in truly local
businesses along the way.

Yes

No

I’m focusing on the priority needs of our city before I can focus on special
interests such as that

(I)

Stephen
Mosgrove
(D)

Frank Perez
(D)

Alonzo Knox
(D)

On city council I will both incentivize water management as require it
through zoning. By setting timetables to require runoff management and
green infrastructure we can make huge improvements by 2025, and more
beyond that.

I want to ensure that grey water fees don’t make services inaccessible. We
must explore grants and programming that will make these important
changes affordable. By focusing the fee on the biggest creators of grey water
we can make it equitable.

Yes

Yes

The current CZO does have language that reduces impermeable surfaces and tries to
codify open or greenspaces. However, I feel that we are in a crisis as more and more
storms are predicted which increases chances of flooding that we must be more
aggressive in reducing impermeable surfaces when permeable surfaces can perform
the same functions. We spent quite a bit of time developing a living with
water/Urban Water plan; yet, implementation has been slow and many objectives are
not funded. I would work to determine how we can raise funding or rearrange the
budget so that more funding can go to implement more tenants of the Urban Water
Plan and fund endeavors of nonprofits that have been implementing innovative
projects like the Front Yard Initiative, rain barrels, bioswales, and urban reforestation.

We spent quite a bit of time developing a living with water/Urban Water
plan; yet, implementation has been slow and many objectives are not
funded. I would work to determine how we can raise funding or rearrange
the budget so that more funding can go to implement more tenants of the
Urban Water Plan and fund endeavors of nonprofits that have been
implementing innovative projects like the Front Yard Initiative, rain barrels,
bioswales, and urban reforestation.

I live about 20 feet from the expressway in Treme. I know first-hand the
problems that a concrete monstrosity can bring to a community. I believe that
Treme and surrounding areas would have less street flooding, less health
disparities, improved walkability, and an improved economy if the expressway
was removed. I actually participated in a workshop in San Francisco sponsored
by the Congress of New Urbanism to showcase the removal of the Central
Freeway where numerous parcels were dedicated to affordable housing and a
thriving commercial corridor grew. I was able to understand the advantages
while also seeing how to prevent some of the negatives like displacement.

I look forward to working with subject matter experts to develop a plan as I
know that climate change has to be addressed and have worked on a small
scale in my neighborhood by planting over 200 trees.

LOCAL ECONOMY

TRANSIT

No

No

No

A higher standard of performance by City government is deeply important to me. Better
performance will help preserve, grow, and sustain our community so much. I support assisting
Safety and Permits with building their ability to properly vet, permit, and enforce Short-Term
Rental operators/owners. I support density limits for STRs. We can't permit, seemingly, entire
blocks for STRs. STRs have been hollowing out our neighborhoods. Some want to expand STR
allowances in the French Quarter and elsewhere. I don't agree with that at all. Finally, as an
advocate for improving City performance as an overarching goal of mine, one path to achieve
that is to really analyze, strategically, how departments operate. So, I do support an allocation of
City resources for night time enforcement of parking and STRs because that's often when the
violations are impacting the quality of life and livability for District C residents.

Do you have a plan to address the affordable housing crisis?

Do you support moving City Hall to Armstrong Park?

Do you know which RTA Route(s) serve(s) your neighborhood?

Have you ever ridden a bike to work or to a meeting?

Would you allow your children to ride a bike and/or take public transit to school?

Do you support the Complete Streets ordinance and the completion of comprehensive,
protected cycling routes throughout the city?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

When I moved here 5 years ago it was after the flood in Baton Rouge. I had
limited funds do I was a daily rider on the RTA until I got a bike. Now I use
Uber more but still use the street car to go to Dr appts

I think children are precious gifts and should not have to grow up too
quickly doing things on their own too soon.

I think everyone should have access to getting to the places that they need
to go. As such , I believe in complete streets.

No

Yes

Yes

Absolutely not. It’s a historic property. Needs to be rebuilt into an Event
Venue, gift shop and Jazz and Heritage Museum.

I was one of the community members advocating against moving City Hall
to Armstrong Park. I worked with the Historic Faubourg Treme Association
and Save our Souls (SOS) which is a coalition of about 30 organizations
across the city to ensure that the Municipal Auditorium would be
redeveloped for the use that is engraved on the building which is primarily
for the arts.

No

I've never felt service was effective enough for me to take the bus from
Algiers to downtown or elsewhere, and I have never felt terribly safe riding a
bike on city streets.

Yes

Yes

I would if services and safety were improved.

Climate change, the global pandemic, and Hurricane Ida have all made abundantly clear that
having more local food production and therefore more control over our local food system is vital
to our resiliency as a City. Urban agriculturalists face many challenges-- inadequate access to
stable land, lack of incentive programs, and too little meaningful support have hindered local
growers from thriving. Do you plan to increase support for local food producers?

Data shows that by choosing to purchase from independent, locally-owned
businesses, we can inject millions of revenue and sales tax dollars into our local
economy each year. Do you have a plan to increase the amount of local businesses,
including micro businesses, receiving city contracts ?

As many as 50% of the 10,528 registered small businesses in New
Orleans are Black-0wned, but they account for only 2% of sales. Do you
have a plan to increase growth for local Black-owned businesses?

Do you support city development of incentives to help entrepreneurs
establish businesses and to support existing businesses in underserved
neighborhoods?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I feel that all city contracts should go to local businesses when they can and
have an application period that a review board has to review and puck the
best business possible. Not leave it to one person.

I would have to look at the types of businesses and wonder why do they only
count for 2% of sales when they NO residents make up 60% of New Orleans.
That makes no sense to me ?

I would love for New Orleans to create an agency that the residents could go
to for advice on the viability of their ideas and how to implement a
successful business in the city. Home grown businesses are the best for our
city and I support that.

The City should incentivize local farmers of all types and allocate some
lands for the production of fresh food. We need a series of produce stands in
the NO Metro area so that we can have healthy food to choose from that the
stores do not provide. I would also like to see chicken farmers on the area as
well.

Yes

Yes
Yes, I've been a zealous supporter of locally owned and local businesses. For decades before
the consciousness to do so increased, I have supported local business owners that have also
been historically under represented. A key component of my platform is economic
development including the revitalization of small business corridors with small, locally
owned businesses. I've long been an advocate for ground up economic development and
have been on teams advocating for and doing the work in those areas. My membership in
the Urban Conservancy is rooted in my beliefs. One of my core beliefs for decades has been
my belief in the the power of what you know versus the who you know. I want to build a
district and city that suffer much less from the who you know syndrome.

I do. I do support safety and inter-modality. I think it provides a number of benefits from the
economic to the personal health to the environmental health of our community. I also think it is
important that City government communicate with residents/neighborhoods sufficiently
enough, and I believe that design that enhances neighborhoods is important. In two sections of
Algiers, there has been considerable displeasure with the new bike lanes on MacArthur Blvd. and
on Newton St. Those neighborhoods needed more engagement that the City did not provide.
The counter arguments have been abundant. I don't like to see the friction between stakeholder
groups. As with many issues and solutions, my leadership and living style is to bring people
together as someone who understands various perspectives. I think there are solutions for sure.

Yes

Yes

Absolutely as noted earlier. Capital, marketing, training, incubation,
facilities, and advocacy for shopping locally will all help to improve those
sales numbers.

Absolutely. It's a big part of my vision for quite a long time. I hope that I get
the opportunity to serve as District C councilmember so that I can advocate
for priorities, policy ideas, values, beliefs, and progress that are people
centered, community centered. I love my community. I want it to reach its
potential.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public transportation in our city isn’t a proper connector between
neighborhoods and therefore goes underutilized by people who still find
automobile travel more convenient. We need first class public
transportation with a focus on more than tourism and I will fight for it.

But that’s because it’s unreliable and not safe to wait alone for where I am
located. This minimum goal should drive our decision making around
public transit: safety and accessibility, and practicality.

We need to go beyond complete streets plan once we finish it. Biking from
one place to another in our city shouldn’t be so hard. We can fix this with a
commitment to making our neighborhoods more connected.

We should provide tax incentives and credits for local producers and help
with startup funds, grants, and internships instead of continuing giveaways
to those who don’t produce jobs.

In fact I believe certified local businesses should be entitled to contracts
unless other companies’ bids are more than 50% better or less costly. We
should be willing to pay more to those who have a stake in our community’s
future.

Certified black owned businesses should be allowed to have their own
special sales tax holiday to increase sales and should get a break for the first
ten years they operate on city fees and taxes.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I have ridden my bike or walked to work as my office was less than 2 miles
away from my home and my wife would bike daily from Treme to Gentilly to
work. When it would rain, I would walk to Canal and take the streetcar.

I do not have children but I would allow them to bike and use public transit.
I must say that I live in Treme which has access to many bike lanes and
more bus routes which I know is not the case in neighborhoods further from
the CBD as my staff constantly has issues with their bus when coming and
leaving my cafe, Backatown Coffee Parlour

I have always supported as my wife and I were avid bikers where we use to
bike to St. Bernard Parish. I support providing protected cycling routes with
design consultation with residents to educate residents and gain an
understanding of any concerns.

I have a history of supporting local food producers. I founded the
Marketplace at Armstrong Park with my wife Jessica after Hurricane
Katrina left us in a food dessert. The Marketplace continues to operate and
provide vending opportunities for local food producers. I will work to
increase support for these local food producers because I know first hand
how the community embraces them, especially seniors with SNAP vouchers.

As a small business owner of a coffee shop, Backatown Coffee Parlour, I
know how crucial it is to have access to capital. The City sends out notice to
businesses to submit monthly sales tax. I believe that notices of upcoming
contracts should be placed in these notices to pay City sales tax.

I believe that one of the main reasons that black-owned businesses are not
thriving in sales, is that many do not have funds to invest in staff,
equipment, building repairs, and other needed resources that will increase
sales. I will seek to provide a fund that gives access to capital to these blackowned businesses. In addition, I would seek to have place based funding to
corridors that house numerous black owned businesses to make areas more
attractive to their potential customer base.

The same system described above should apply here. We need to waive fees
for licenses and other needs for startups.

Yes

As stated earlier, I will seek to provide a fund that gives access to capital to
existing and start-up black-owned businesses. In addition, I would seek to
have place based funding to corridors that house numerous black owned
businesses to make areas more attractive to their potential customer base.

